FEATURES OF THE

SOL A WORKSTOOL
WORK S T OOL
The total low-to-high workstool solution.
Unique and creative, the Sola Workstool
was inspired by the changing nature of work
environments.
It’s distinctive in its look with a contoured seatpan
and scalloped footring; and in its functionality with
a generous 7.25” seat height range and 3.5” lumbar
support range.
Equally useful at desk height or stool height, the
Sola Workstool is the perfect low-to-high
workstool solution.

CIRCLE OF SUPPORT

The Halo footring was specifically designed
with the flexibility required for multiple-height
workstations.
The scalloped edge allows for a preferred
“open-angle” leg positioning, rather than
having the legs tucked under as with smaller
footrings - which can potentially restrict blood
circulation.
Switch to a higher workstation, and the Halo is
put into action, providing solid foot
support and promoting a healthy posture with
its extra wide 3” foot surface.
In addition, the textured surface of the Halo
footring provides non-skid, solid footing.
HEAVENLY HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT - IMPROVED DESIGN!

The Halo Footring has been newly updated to make it even easier
to adjust the footring height - and lock it securely into position.
The Halo’s TaperLock Technology™ makes going from desk to
stool height on the Sola Workstool simple and easy. Simply twist to
unlock, position to the height that you need, then twist to lock back
in place.
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SOLA WORKSTOOL
MESH BACK MARVEL

Comfortable and contoured, the Sola Workstool’s
breathable mesh back blends support and comfort for
your back. This versatile design makes it a great choice
for any office.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR SUPPORT

The Sola Workstool’s adjustable lumbar support moves
easily through eight different heights. This puts critical
lower back support at the perfect position for a much
wider range of users.

VERTICAL VARIATION

The cylinder of the Sola Workstool provides an extended seat
height with an adjustment range of 7.25 inches. This makes
the Workstool ideal for switching from standard height to
counter height throughout the workday.

FOOTING FOUNDATION

The extra large (26”) and wide (3”) footring provides a secure
surface at the exact height you need. Strengthened with
glass-filled nylon resin, the base of the Sola Workstool also
minimizes tipping hazards.

ADJUST FROM YOUR SEAT

The Sola Workstool boasts multiple
points of adjustment including the
seat, the arms, the back, and the
lumbar support. All adjustments are
within reach from a seated position.

CONTOURED & COMFORTABLE

Like all of our chairs, the Sola
Workstool features the BodyBilt
seat pan, ergonomically engineered
for seated comfort with levels of
contouring to meet individual needs.

Contact your local sales representative
for more information:
BodyBilt.com

ADJUSTABLE ARMS

Optima Arms provide a soft resting
place to support your arms. They
conveniently adjust in height,
angle, and width to provide perfect
positioning for every sitter.
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